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Abstract: Opinions from others play a significant part to take 
our own decision, The people’s opinions, attitudes and emotions 

are a computational study toward an entity is called as Sentiment 
Analysis (SA) or Opinion Mining (OM). In today's world, 
everything like business, organization and even individuals wants 
to know opinion from public or customers about their 
presentation, products and about their services which will give 
clear idea about their product, portfolio in the market and if these 
services is not up to the mark how their services they improve, so 
that their business will perform better. To give output as positive, 
negative or neutral and find the difference of a specified user text 
or data from the dataset is the main task of the sentiment or 
opinion analysis. The opinions, sentiments and subjectivity of text 
are computational treatment in text mining with Sentiment 
Analysis (SA). With the help of sentiment analysis this paper 
describe the machine learning classification techniques for hotel 
reviews for which dataset obtained from Trip advisor hotel reviews 
website. System got 99.07 % accuracy for MAXENT Classifier 
with Train size and Test size 80% and 20% respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The people’s opinions, attitudes and emotions are a 

computational study toward an entity is called as Sentiment 
Analysis (SA) or Opinion Mining (OM). SA and OM have 
slightly different views. Sentiment Analysis (SA) finds the 
sentiment specified in a text then evaluates it while Opinion 
Mining (OM) extracts and analyzes people’s opinion.  
Sentiment Analysis (SA) having three levels: document-level 
Sentiment Analysis, sentence-level Sentiment Analysis, and 
aspect-level Sentiment Analysis.  
Document-level Sentiment Analysis – Positive or negative 
opinion or sentiment is classify in this level. As type suggests 
it consist of whole document is consider as a basic 
information part. Sentence-level Sentiment Analysis - 
Opinion expressed in each sentence is classify in this type of 
SA. Firstly, find the sentence is subjective or objective. 
Sentence expresses positive or negative opinions, if the 
sentence is subjective. According to Wilson et al.  the 
sentiment expressions are not necessarily subjective in nature.  
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If sentences are just short documents then there is no 
fundamental difference between document-level SA and 
sentence- level SA.   Aspect-level Sentiment Analysis - The 
opinion with respect to the particular aspects of entities is 
classify in this level of SA. 
 First two kind of SA will be tackled in this survey. 

In SA field the data set used is an important issue. Product 
reviews are the main sources of data. For business/individuals 
these reviews are important because as per results of on user 
opinions about products and its analysis the business 
decisions will be taken. The main review source is review 
sites. SA can be applied for product reviews, mutual fund, 
stock market, political debates, and news articles. 

A very good source of information is to share and discuss 
people’s opinion on the social network sites like twitter, 

facebook, etc., and blogging or micro-blogging sites like 
BlogSpot, In the SA process these sites are considered as data 
sources.  In the last few years, many applications and 
developments were recommended on SA algorithms. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

Knowing about customer reviews and comments published on 
the web is important for control the quality of hotel and builds 
confidential and planned synopses of such comments and 
enables access to that information [1]. 

Study of sentiment analysis and opinion mining are 
the subjects of Opinions. Sentiments, estimations, attitudes, 
feelings, and emotions are the concepts related to Opinions. 
[2]. 

Overcapacity accommodation facilities in the Bali is the 
favorite tourist destinations for foreign visitors. The aspects 
or parts that affect hotel customer thought is the Positive or 
negative review i.e., Review valence. Naive Bayes Method in 
sentiment analysis is used to classify review valance. From 
Tripadvisor website, dataset of several hotel from Bali are 
selected [3]. Relationship between ratings with the 
classification results conducted by Correlation Increase in the 
amount of sentimental aspect available in the Web is the 
advantage of Web 2.0. Such aspect is often found in social 
media web sites in the form of movie or product reviews, 
customer’s comments, testimonials, messages in discussion 
forums [4]. Based on a given quantity, domain specific 
lexicon of semantically appropriate words is to extract and for 
creating a classify reviews resulting lexicon reverses the 
sentiment analysis. The proposed system performs 
classification on test data illustrates well compared to a 
predefined model [5]. 
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Than ever before Internet becomes more popular and 
powerful, online consumer reviews for a variety of products 
and services are playing a progressively more important role 
in e-commerce. Before buying a product or any services, 
consumers tend to consult others’ opinions on it. Online 

consumer reviews are good supplement to expert reviews and 
product descriptions. We proposed extraction methods in 
feature extraction techniques based on detailed categorization 
of online consumer review features. According to 
characteristics and patterns of different types of features, the 
proposed methods not only identify new features but also 
filter irrelevant features. The results of an experiment 
demonstrate that our proposed methods outperform the 
state-of-the-art techniques. [6]. 

More advanced features provides for faceted and filtered 
visualization. To easily select or detect good hotels and good 
areas to stay for users, to visualize textual reviews Google 
Maps are used [7]. 
Find aspect in the sentence and then divided it is positive, 
negative or neutral also gives result of sentiment scores is 
done under Aspect level Sentiment Analysis. Feature Level, 
Summarization or Feature based opinion mining is also 
known as Aspect level sentiment analysis. An opinion have 

negative or positive value and also a target (of that opinion) it 
called aspect and entity level analysis [8].  
Hotel reviews can be viewed from English and Thai travel 
portals. This established classification of features. This also 
studied how exactly they can be expected with three 
classification methods. For specific domain the result specify 
that SVM implement is best [9]. 
Sentiment analysis technique is used to measure hotel service 
quality and to decompose user reviews into five dimensions. 
Users’ overall evaluation and content generating behavior, 
dimensions are examined and then merged into econometrics 
models. The results shows that in forming user evaluation and 
driving content generation different dimensions to have 
significantly differential impact on user reviews. [10]. 
Using Hotel review data from Trip Advisor has become 
essential marketable used website. Expressing customers 
thought about a particular product or Service on web has 
become a major tool. The reviews which are used is classify 
by Naive Bayes method, Support vector machine, Laplace 
smoothing and Semantic orientation, Term Frequency and 
Inverse Document Frequency method in sentiment analysis 
techniques[11]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Fig.1. Proposed Methodology for Sentiment Analysis of Hotel Reviews 
 

For hotel review by means of a sentiment analysis, the 
proposed a system performs the classification of various 
machine learning techniques. 
Step 1.  Make sentences by breaking customer review in 
tokenized form. 
Step 2. From the sentences remove unwanted symbols, from 
the above tokenized form of sentence use Part-of-speech for 
tagging individual word.  

Step 3.  With the help of Part-of-speech tagging inside 
sentence identify the important aspect.  
Step 4. Find the sentiment score with the help of Bing Lui 
dictionary for each positive, negative or neutral sentence. 
Step 5.  Analysis on final output of different sentences and its 
sentiment score. 
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IV. RESULTS 

Data obtained from Tripadvisor hotel reviews performed data 
processing on that by using various machine learning 
techniques like Naive Bayes Classifier, Maximum Entropy, 
Tree Classifier, Support Vector Machine Classifier, Bagging, 
and Random Forest Classifier.  

Table 1. Experimental Results 
Dataset Accuracy in % 
Training 

and 
Testing 

(%) 

Naïve 
Bayes 

MAXENT TREE SVM BAGGING RF 

Train=50 
Test=50 

52.00 79.86 57.24 77.77 72.31 73.65 

Train=70 
Test=30 

53.33 94.58 58.45 76.25 64.85 78.05 

Train=80 
Test=20 

45.00 99.07 66.78 77.01 60.27 77.39 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The study is to evaluate the performance for hotel review as 
either positive or negative using feature selection, POS 
tagging, Bing Lui dictionary and proper classification 
techniques has generated better result so accuracy developed 
by using such different classification technique. System got 
99.07 % accuracy for MAXENT Classifier with Train size 
and Test size 80% and 20% respectively. 
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